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THE CCNCEPT OF MAYA IN SWAMI·VIVEKANANDA'S PHILOSOPHY
( 12th January, 1863 - 4th July, 1902 )

I. Some preliminary Observations about Swami Vivekananda's Philosophy :
Swami 7Vivekananda an inspiring messanger and a tireless activist
'

is mostly known as a preacher and social reformer, a passionat.e nationalist·who gave a new life to the national movement of Indiao Though
not an academic philosopher in the technical sense of the term, Vivekananda was profoundly impressed by the works of western philosophical literatureo But his thoughts and ideas that are expressed in· his
various lectures, letters, essays and reflections represent a philosophy, a philosophy that is based on Vedanta , but at a time his
advocacy of Vedanta differs itself from the traditional Vedanta and
has some distinctive characteristics.Vivekananda though adheres

to~

Samkarite Advaita, does not seem to have walked on the Samkarit~ way
of admitting Advaita Brahman as the only Reality and the world of
diversity as unreal., In his practical vedanta a reconciliation of
jnana

( knowledge } with bhakti ( devotion ) is found. On account

,

.

.

of this, Vivekananda is not ready to accept the Samkarite interpre-

-,

tation that describes God ( Isvara ) as the product of maya

o

For

him there is no intrinsic difference between the concept of Absolute
and that of God., His philosophy is advaitic in so far as he holds
11

he who has attained to this conception of Oneness, has no more

delusion

11

1

.,

But he does not wholly refuse to admit the role of

1. Swami Vivekananda : Jnana Yoga ( Mayavati, Advaita Ashram, 1930 )
p

0

153.
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upasana or devotion. He observes that the common people are not in
a position to go for total renunciation and are unable to comprehend the abstract reality of Absoluteo He suggests the way of devotion for them because of their having over-tone of feeling and emotion. According to Vivekananda both the ways of knowledge ( jnana )
and devotion ( bhakti ) lead to the same end of Brahma-realisation.
In view of .th:bs before going through the philosophical implications
of his speeches and writings, we must remember the picture of our
country at his time. That was a time when India was passing a crucial moment. That was a time of growing friction between the Indian
people and the British colonialistso A major

pP~tion

of our country-

men was under poverty and carrying the ·curse of caste-system. A wave
of materalism swept a group of· people of our countryo They preferred
to live according to the ideals of western civilisationo At that cru9~al

moments we heard the roars of Vivekananda

stop not

till the goal is reached

11

o

11

Arise,awake, and

He completely realised that : : .·,

people who were immersed in materialism cannot be attracted at all
by the view that the world in which we live and move is nothing but
false

o

He clearly understood that this world-negation theory could

not release his poor countrymen from their poverty and the bondage of
untouchability. He preached such a philosophy which is not only for
the intellectual but also for men in the streeto Here lies the uniqueness of Vivekananda. He gave a new interpretation of the Advaita
Vedanta which may be called Neo-Vedantismo The deepest influence
upon his thought is obviously of Ancient.Hindu philosophy; but it is
interesting. to note that in a certain sense Vivekananda is influenced
by Buddha's life and ideas. He remarks

11

Buddhism is historically the

most important religion, historically and not philosophically - because
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it was the most tremendous religious movement that the world ever
saw, the most gigantic spiritual wave ever to burst upon human
societyo There is no civilisation on which its effect has not been
2

felt in some way or other " •
The religion of Buddha, Vivekananda believes, inspite of its
' difference from the traditional religion, overflows the whole world
for its. marvellous love, a love not only for all men but of all living beings. Buddha's universal love for all beings moved Swamijio For
him, Buddha was the boldest preacher of morality, the greatest teacher of equality that the world ever

s~wo

The concept that attracts

Swamiji mostly is Buddha's concept of equality of human beings and
equal right of them to the knowledge and wisdomo Swamiji thinks
11

Buddha was the great preacher of equali tyo Every man and woman has

the same right to attain spirituality - that was his teachingo The
difference between the priests and the other castes be abolishedo
Even the lowesttentitled to the highest attainments ". 3 It is the·
gist of Vedas also, Vivekananda opineso The great statement of Upanisad
•

11

All is Brahman·. " also carries the idea of same equality that

Buddha teaches throughout his lifeo Buddha's love for humanity and
service towards people inspired Vivekananda. This concept acted as
an

1

electrifying spirit ' on himo This concept carries the equal

weight like the Upanisadic thought
•

1

Thou art that

1

individual

self is identified with Godo His tribute to Buddha was so high that
he could say " Buddha may or may not believe in God; that does not

2. The complete works of Swami Vivekananda

Henceforth·c.w.v: vol.8.

( Advaita·Ashram, Mayabati·, 1985) p. 92
3. Ibid , Vol. 4 , Po 98.
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matter to me ". 4The whole life of Buddha shows the fact clearly
that a man can attain to the highest goal through the performance
of action. Buddha achieved the highest truth through his tremendous love for all living beings. He did everything for others and
absolutely nothing for himself. In an age when men

an~

--priest· were ·

engaged in discussion the essence.of the deity, Buddha discovered
what people had overlooked, that misery or. evil exists in our life
and the cause of our misery is our desire and our selfishnesso When
the world becomes unselfish all that misery and evil will vanisho .
When there was too much doctrine, too much belief in our· religion,
too much rational superstition, a change was needed. Such doctrine
produced evil, and a r.eformation was necessary and Buddha brought
such reformationo
But inspite of his highest tribute to Buddha, Vivekananda is
not ready to endorse all his thoughts and philosophy. In a context
Swamiji

says

11

The life of Buddha has an especial appeal. All

my

life I have been very fond of Buddha, but not of his doctrine "~ 5
To Swamiji the paths showed by Buddha is a feable attempt at solving
human problemso The giving up of the individual self and the nonexistent of it makes Vivekananda disagreed to accept Buddhism in
its entirety, as he has also great sympathy for the other gigantic
philosophy of Advaita Vedanta. Vivekananda realised the danger-inherent in the thought of Buddhismo The Buddhist

tho~ght

in later days

was unable to initiate and illumine man by its master's high wisdom
4.

~

, PPo 136-137o

~.

Ibid , Volo 2 , p. 352.
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into despair and desperation and it was proved to be devasting for
the society and as a result of this a degradation of all aspects
takes place. 6 Swamiji minds 11 The most hideous ceremonies, the most
horrible, the most obscene books that human hands ever wrote or the
human brain ever conceived, the most bestial forms that ever passed
under the name of religion, have all be.en the creation of qegraded
7
.
Buddhism". The entire society was turned into the vortex of deg-

.

"
radation in the Buddhist timeo It was Samkara
who ablely turned back
the mind of man to the spiritual principle of Vedantao swami Vivekananda was influenced by the intellect of Samkara who laid stress
"

Q

upon one Ultimate Reality - who is Brahmano The philosophy of Vivekananda is a combination of the ethical approach of Buddhism with
~

·o

the metaphysical vision of Samkarao His Neo-Veaantism is a philosophy
of head and
intellect
the people

it is the philosophy where he tries to unite the
.
of Samkara with the humanism of Buddha. He wanted to enroll
he~rt,

,

in a spiritual militao

It is not out of context to note that the whole bulk of Vivekananda's philosophic literature comes as
able love for mankindo That

~s

a~

outcome of his unfathom-

why perhaps he did not bother to evol-

ve any system of philosophy like Kant or Hegel , although the rationalistic and logistic thought currents of western culture has been

6o When Mahayana Buddhist tradition lost its vitality, " the monasteries became rich centres of vested interests, and their discipline became laxo Magic and superstition crept int·o the popular
forms of worship 11 - J.awaharlal Nehru : The Discovery of India ;
(Oxford, 1989, 9th impression., JoNo Memorial Fund,) Po 179o
7.

~

, Vola 3, ( Opo Cit. ) PPo 264-265o
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reconciled with the basic tenents of Vedanta in his neo-vedanta or
as

he pleases to call it ' Practical Vedanta '· It is also true

that the concept of maya occupies a very crucial position in the
vedantic literature.• But before any kind of discussion of maya in
Vivekananda's thought it is worthwhile to be acquinted not only
with the salient features of his philosophy but also with the impact
of his Guru, Sri Ramakrishna, in shaping his thought and activity.
Because Vivekananda's understanding of maya has been shaped by his
general philosophical.

understand~ng

of the traditional Vedanta phi-

losophy and his handling of the Western .

Philosophy, frankly speaking

he . is immensely influenced by Sri Ramakrishna and that is why as
it appears even without contradicting the fundamental vedantic contention he could give an interpretation of maya that suits the common
needs of the dayo

II. The primal thought of Sri Ramakrishna and its impact on
Swami Vivekananda z-

It is stated earlier, that the basic concept of Vivekananda's
Philosophy is to be found in the life and thoughts of his Guru ,
Sri Ramakrishnao An inkling of the deepest trend of Indian culture
has been a dominating factor in the life of Sri Ramakrishna as well
as Vivekanandao Their lives, to put it in philosophical epigram, are
reaffirmatiGns of the great message that the highest value of life
lies in living realisation of the Spirit at its highest, here and
now in this very lifeo The main outline of Neo-Vedanta was drawn by
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Sri Ramakrishna., Vivekananda claimed himself as the voice of
Parahamsa, he was merely a faithful steward exactly carrying
out his master's order., In his own words : " If there has been
anything achieved by me, by my thoughts or deeds, if from my lips
has ever fallen one word that has helped anyone in the world, I
lay no.:.. claim to it; it was his •

.

"

.

. ... All that has been

.

weak,has been mine, and all that has been life-giving , strengthening, pure, and .holy, has been his inspiration, his word - and he
himself ~~~ Sarada Devi described Naren, as an instrument of Thakur
who makes him write these worqs for inspiring his children and devotees for doing his work for ·.doing good all the world. 9
Ramakrishna was no scholar and hence he can not be called a
philosopher in the technical sense, yet he possessed the power of
attracting the people even the intellectual like Keshab Chandra Sen,
Vidyasagar, Bankim Chandra Chattyopadhyay and others great thinkers.
His spiritual thoughts that flowed out of the depth of his realisation amazed them., He was a man of realisation which is far from the
realisation of the so-called educated person. Keshab Chandra Sen
described him as a faithful and most devoted mediator of the perfec-

"
tions of the One formless; infinite Deity, though he worshipped Siva,
Kali , Ram a , Kri sn a •
••

Ramakrishna was a god-intoxicated man and god is the highest
realisation of a human life. God is one, not many, Ramakrishna would
not allow any dualism, but he . did not rule out the room for personal
God., To him the indeterminate Absolute was not basically different
from the personal God. These two are only different aspects of the
8. As quoted by Romain Rolland in his The Life of Vivekananda ,
( Mayavati, Advaita Ashrama , 1979 ) Po 117.
,.
9. Swami Gambhirananda : The Gospel of the Holy Mother : Sri Sarada
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same Realityo As ' ice ' and its ' water ' are intrinscically the
same thing, in the same way the ' personal ' and the'impersonal'
are the same Being. The absolute could be realised by only the
perfect Samadhio Like the Aka/a , Brahman is un-modifiedo ~ire
appears to be white or red while we throw a white or red substance
into it despite the fact that the fire has no colour of its own.

""
There is no dualism between Brahman and Sakti
o When He ceases. to
,

create, to preserve and to de·stroy He is called Sakti or Prakrti

•

and when He is inactive, He is ·Brahman, the impersonal - who is
beyond any description , any wordo
Ramakrishna had a firm faith in Advaitism which helped him to
go straight into the heart of humanity and to put an end to all
controversy and antagonism between different philosophical and
religious thoughts and systems. For him different religions are
put different paths leading to the same goal. He said that every
religion is wholly trueo Different religions are but different
.approaches to Godo 10

Devi ( Sri R. K. Math, Madras 9, 19,84 ) p. 179.
10o In the thoughts of Ramakrishna religion is not like a flower

vase in which different species and coloured of flowers plucked
from different trees remain o So he did not preach any universal rel~g.ion wh~ch is the out come of a synthesis of different
religious systemo Moghal Emperor Akbar tried to establish a
universal religion named'Din-i-Ilahi'acceptable to everybodyo
But it failed to survive after the death of Akbar. It was based
on unsound reasoningoin the opinion of Amiya Kumar Majumdar :
"uni versa! religion is neither the product of ratiocination or
discursive understanding nor an amalgam of the vital elements
of different religions produced electicallyo For one thing, the
universal kept apart from the particulars, is a meaningless

Ramakrishna regards that dualism and qualified non-dualism were
not sharply opposed and exclusive ways of realisation of truth, but
they are different steps leading to the same goalo They are complementary to one another, but not contradictoryo The realisation of
-one's own self in others is the mark of an Advaitin. Ramakrishna
feels that the Advaita Sadhana

prescribes that men are only out-.

wardly different from-one another, all men are basically manifestationgof God or Self.
The universe, for Sri Ramakrishna, is not in a state of flux,
Brahman has manifested itself as the universeo Brahman and the world
are not different. The (akti is represented as the Divine:Mothero
The same being when":is viewed from the standpoint .of a jnani 1 i t is
called indeterminate but when it is viewed from the standpoint of
a bhakta , it becomes having forms and visibleo The Brahman minus
.the universe will weightless. To him the world is not false. He
believes in the essential identify of the two. This identity is like
a salt doll when it is disolved into the sea. Dr. SoC. Chatterjee
writes " The Upanisadic texts , ' All this is Brahman ' does not
0

mean for him ( Ramakrishna ) as it does for some Advaitins, that
there is not all but only Brahmano For him all are, and are Brahman
in different forms ". 11 Ramakrishna being a man of. love and renunciat~on

taught us the universality or harmony of all different

religionso

abstraction o • • "o Understanding Vivekananda , ( Sanskrit
Pustak Bhandar , 1972 ) Po 14.
11. Classical Indian philosophies , their synthesis in the philosophy of Sri Ramakrishna by SoCo Chatterjee, p. 112 as quoted
by T.So Dutta in A study of Philosophy of Vivekananda, Sribhumi
Publishing Company, 1982 , PPo 123-124o
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The life and teaching of .Sri Ramakrishna influenced Swami
Vivekananda
of three

largely~

schoo~

Swamiji was able to find the harmonious unity

of Vedanta in the light of the thought of Ramakri-

shnao Like his master he declares that· the three stages of Vedanta
12
philosophy- the Dvaita.
Visistadvaita and Advaita
each one is
necessaryo These ·are three stages of spiritual growth in man. He
synthesised these three aparently

contrad~tory

schoolsof Vedanta

in a harmonious mannero
III.

God and Absolute in the thought of Vivekananda :

Sri Ramakrishna has taught him the nonduality of God-head, and
like an Advaitin Vivekananda regards that the reality is one absolute
Brahman, who is indivisible, who can not be dividedo It is beyond
space, time and causation. They arise on account of our way of thought.Absolute can not be attributed by any qualities ; only it can be
13 The ultimate Reality is Infinite
described as sat, Cit,Ananda.
12o The term 1 dualism 1 in Indian philosophy is logically different
from the Europeano In European sense the term denotes a·philosOphical doctrine which believes two opposite substances material
and spiritual irreducible to each othe~, to be the source of all
beingo But in Indian Philosophy 1 dualism 1 means recognising
the existence of two worlds - the world of essence and the world
of phenomena.
13. Vivekananda 1 s concept of Sat ( existence ) and Cit ( consciousness ) are similar to the Orthodox view, but the concept of
' Ananda ' carries an enriched meanning by him. To him ' love '
is the essential core of Blisso This concept of ananda brings
about a spiritual movement which would recognise Divinity in
.
,
every creature and he tells us to worship of 1 Siva in Jiva 'o
.
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Existence, Infinite Knowledge and Infinite Blisso He is without a
I

I

name, without a form.
Vivekananda regards that Vedanta leads us towards one
the unity of all existence, the unity of all things -

t~ought,

' Knowing

which everything else becomes known•. The concept of mpnothesism 14
that develops

~

in~Vedas

transformed into the concept of all pervad-

ing one that in the Vedanta Philosophy which is not a systematised
thought of one man like Kapila's philosophy but a series of books
produced at different· times and all streams of thought are found
in them.
As an Advaitin, Vivekananda speaks of an indeterminate, impersonal Being who is the only reality. But it is his

master:~ri

Rama-

krishna whose life and thoughts er.able Swamiji to combine Abstract
Monism and Theism. As a result of it, we find that in his philosophy
two currents of

1

Advaita Vedanta

1

and Bhakti-cult

1

flow almost

side by side. He does not accept the orthodox view that Brahman

is

only transcendent, pure homogeneous consciousness, transcendent in
nature • Swamiji asserts that the Impersonal ·arahman when is looked
upon by the finite mind He becomes creator, sustainer and ·the destroyer of the universeo The same Brahman is viewed as supremly good.
14o Vivekananda analysed that the Vedas , which represent the most
ancient literature are addressed to a large number of deities
like Indra, VarunaL Mitra etco But it is also found that each
del ty is taken or treated as the manifestation of the Supreme
Being and not contenders for supremacyo The \fedic monotheism
gives a deity as a ruler of the universe and a moral guideo

ILU

God is not a creation of maya o God and absolute are not two. Such
a distinction arises from our ignorance and our limited ways of
apprehension.
Vivekananda understood that the religious urges and aspiration
of common man could be satisfied by a personal God. Vivekananda gives
a metaphysical attribute to God. He thinks that love is a method of
" the realisation of the divinity through devotion to, and lo~e of
15
a Personal God "•
The whole universe with its vastness, harmony
and the grandeur lead us to suppose that there must be an architect,
an intelligent designer of it, an ancient poet , a poet who writes
16
the whole universe with His Infinite Blisso
He feels no need for
making a gap between God and Absoluteo He recognises the value of
the path of bhakti which accepts the personal God as its main postulate and this path leads to the highest goal. A question may arise
in this context : Is this path in accordance with the Advaita Vedanta ?
Here we must remember the fact once again that in the view of Sri
Ramakrishna the same reality is nameless and formless.Brahman for
the Jnani or the man of philosophic insight , the Atman or the pure
self for the Yogin who is in meditation and Bhagavan or Personal God
who is in devotiono Like his master he accepts the personal God as
the highest possible reading of the Absolute by the human mindo He
says that the human con.sciousness is one of the elements in the make
up of all the objects of our perception and conception, internal as

-,

well as external. Taken in this light, Isvara,.in spite of his being
anthrO-pomorphic, is not unreal. Bhakti Yoga is a path of love. There
are two stages of Bhakti : - (a) The preparatory or gauni and (b) the
•
15. Ibid., Vol. V ( Op. Cit ) Po 292.
16. Jnana Yoga ( Op. Cito ) Po 148.

I"- I

supreme or para

In the former stage there remains a danger of

G

fanaticism which brings hatred and jealousy in the heart of devotee
that we find in Hinduism or Mohammedanism or Chirstianityo But in
the upper stage such a fanaticism vanishes and there is no fear of
any hideous manifestation of fanaticismo

11

Here there is no viole-

nee, nothing to give up, nothing to tear off, as it were, from ourselves, nothing from which we have violently to separate ourselveso 11 17
In this stage the full blaze of love comes, the devotee becomes one
with the infinite, he realises the beautiful and inspiring truth
that love, the lover and the beloved are one. Vi vekananda regards
that what Vedanta teaches to us is that to take the whole world is
full of.Godo It is He who is in the child, in the wife, and in the
husband. It is-He who is in the good and no less in the bado He
exists in the sin and in the sinner as well. Everything is covered
with the Lord. At the commencement of one of the oldest of the
nisads w.e .read :

11

U~

whatever exists in this universe is to be covered

0

with the Lord "o

18

Vivekananda's conception of God is basically based

on this thoughto

,

.

Echoing the voice of Samkara, Vi vekananda admits that Brahman
who is perfectly formless, qualityless and distinctionless is the

only reality but it is true that such conception may be achieved
through constant devotion, faith, constant meditation of a personal
God. But he thinks that the concept of personal God stands on a
better base when strengthened by the concept of Impersonal Godo A
17o Ibid. Volo III,po 71.
18o I~avasyamidam sarva~ yatkinca jagatyam jagat ;

Tena tyaktena bhunjltha rna grdhah kasya sviddhanam.
- Upanisad ( The R.Ko Mission Institute of Culture, Gol Park,)
Isa
•
Tro by Swami Lokeswaranandao- Verse No. 1, Po 5.

-

0

•
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generalisation ending in the concept of personal God can never be
universally acceptableo For when we call for a_personal God, He
must be attributed by all merciness and all goodness. But we find
that the world is full of good and evilo That follows that eventually there is a personal Devil who is the source of everything that
is evilo But this metaphysical dualism goes against the teaching of

.

the .Upanisads. Hence we must admit an impersonal God who is beyond
good and evil.Good and evil

are related to the phenomenal world.

What is good to me , and what I call bad, other may call it viceversa. The fire that burns the child, may cook a good meal for a
starving mano By the concept of impersonal God the personal God
will remain but on a better basis. The personal God is the highest
reading that can be attained to of that impersonal by the human
intellect. It was Vivekananda who brings 'out the teachings of the
Advai ta that remains hidden in the scriptures and the monasteries
i~·everyday

lifeo He thinks that the sense of

1

unity-in-diversity

I

is not a theoretical dogma merelyo The worship of humanity for him
is a programme of spiritual practice which can lead ·a man to the
highest goal that is the goal of • God-realisation
IV.

1o

The Nature of the world - the cosmos :

The cosmos which was rejected by Samkara as unreal gets the
"

0

status of Brahman itself in tha hands of Vivekanandao He tries to
;t

•

remove the metaphysical gap which is created by the Samkarite Vedantins between Brahman and the world and that causes insurmountable
difficulties in explaining the relation between them

o

He recognises

,.

both as real. In his philosophy the famous assertion of Samkara
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11

Brahman is all " is transformed into

" All this is nothing but

Brahman "• He gives the world also a status of reality., As an Advai tin , God is the· only real principle to him, and therefore, creation is nothing but the expression of the Infinite in finite forms~ 9
Vivekananda expressed that the struggle between materialism
and idealism is a result of misunderstanding., For him, mind and
matter are homogeneous., In his opinion this homogeneity is the substance, the reality., To explain this view he _gave an example :

11

Take

two.differePt substances, say a piece of glass and a piece of wood,
grind them up together fine enough, reduce them till there is nothing
more to reduce, and the substance remaining appears homogeneous. All
2
substance in the last analysis are one • • • • 11 •
For him it is only

°

a higher materialism to believe that mind .is all, that thought is all.

19., It is interesting to note in the passing that Rabindranath also
oblitarates -~any exclusive distinction between the finite and
the infinite., All the evolutionary stages for Rabindranath, are
finite expressions of what is infinite. In the Gltaniali we
read thus· :
11

Thou, the Infinite in the finite,
singst thine melody ., • •
0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

it is so sweet.
With the self-elevation (Lila) of
thine formless beauty,
The kingdom of heart blossoms in
variegated hue
--- fragrance song and rhythm "•
( as quoted by Dilip Kumar Mohanta in his article entitled :
Rabindranath on Man and his freedom, Tattva-Darsana , Vol., 2,
No. 4 , Madras, 1985-86.,)
20. The _complete works o.f. Vivek.ananda , vo).. VI ( Op.Gi t.) pp. 91-92.

-

1
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He said that in a certain sense he also was a materialist, since
he believed in only reality, and that was what the materialists
wanted to say; the difference is that what they call matter, he
called it

God~

The materialists admit that out of matter every-

thing has come, whereas he said that all that created have come
out of Brahmano He opines that, if the world is a means towards
attaining the next, how can it become

unreal ?

In order to illustrate the creation SWamiji resorts to a
21
diagramme (a) The Absolute
(c) Time
Space
Causation
(b) The universe
The Absolute (a) has become the universe (b) by passing through Time,
space, and causation.(c) The concept of the universe, he explained,
includes not only the material world but also the mental, the spiritual world, heavens and earth and in fact, everything that exists
hereo Mind is the name of a change, and body is the name of another
change and so on, and our universe is composed of all these changeso
The Absolute in the view of Vivekananda is beyond space, time
and causati ono The idea of space exits with the presence of
changes

11

11

external

in the universe, hence it can not be in Absolute; similarly

the idea of time can not be there as it exists with obligatory presenee of mind and thought and the Absolute being strictly one the
21. Jnana Yoga , ( Opo cit ) pp •. 119-120o
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question of motion and causation can not be arisen there. All these
begin to operate after the degeneration of the Absolute into the
phenomenal and not beforeo Our will, our desire, and all these things
always come after thato
philosophy of

Spac~•Time,eausation

Vivekananda~o

are mere forms in the

They are not independent existenceo The

idea of time changes with every change of our mindo It is completely
relative. Th& same time may appear to one as very long, and to another
as very short. It is entirely dependent on our state of mind. In the
same way the

sp~tial

dimensions depend on our angles of vision. It is

so With causation. It is also dependent on our mindo What is cause
from one point of view, it is effect from·another point of view. It
follows that space, time and causation have no independent entities.
Vivekananda says that they are just forms in and through which the
creation takes place. But it does not mean that he regards them as
22
false or unrealo
He points out the analogy of ocean and waves. Though
the waves are not other than the ocean , when the waves subside, the
forms vanisho They are the same as the ocean , but .. ·this does' not indicate that the forms of the waves are falseo As long as the waves exist,
the forms are there and we are bound to see them.

22. Vivekananda was very fond of Kantian writingso It may be that
Vivekananda was influenced by Kanto Like Kant he admits Space,
Time and eausation are mere forms which are not transcendentally
i,c...·
realo They do not have any J...aependent existenceo We can not conceive them other than the worldly objectso We cannot have any idea
of aQstract space or abstract time or abstract causation. But
like Kant Vivekananda does not regard space and time as apriori
forms of intuitionso
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Vivekananda asserts the reality of the

world~

The world to

him is not an illusiono He reat-t<ed tangently against any attempt
to considerthe world as illusion., He feels that it is not the
intention of Vedanta to say that the world is unreal., The world
has no permanent value or character, it is constantly changing
23
and varying, transitory and temporary.
For Vivekananda the
universe is the manifestation of the

Absolute~

The Absolute is

present everywhere, but He does not manifest itself equally in
all the levels of existence., The command
own self " becomes meaningful when the

11

Love every one as your

on~ness

of Being pervades

the universe. We then easily understand that while injuring another I am injuring myself, in loving another I am loving myself.
The narrow individual ego that creates hatred, jealousy, misery and
ot_~~er ·_~Yi..ls yanish.~.s

_:. when this oneness of Being is realised. A

potential dht.ini ty that is hidden in human being determines his
course of progress., Swamiji says that man never makes progress
from error to truth 'but from lower truth to higher truth. He represents a theory of evolution which speaks of a gradual transformation of man from its limited finite nature to the infinite
existence-consciousness-bliss.,

,

23., Sri GoVinda Gopal Mukhopadhyay comments , The world is not
asat, non-existent because it is v.erily a fact of experience,
as the Vedanta-SUtra expressly declares 1 Na bhava upalabdhab
It is mithya only in the sense that it has got a superious
reali tyo It 1 s reality is not genuine, because it does not be~
Jcng to it, but is only delegated to it by something else ••
Even those who advo~ate the reality-of the world can never
assert that the world is of the same order of reality as the
Absolute ".;;;. Studies in the Upanisadas , ( Sanskrit College,
1960 ) p. 56.

..

1

o

1 :L I

His theory of evolution is not equal to Darwin's theory of
evolution which considers the progress as a result of struggle
for existence and competition, but according to Swamiji evolution
is the progression of the rudimentary

el~ents

into their more

clearly expressed forms. In the final stage of progress man realises himself as Brahman, identifies himself as universal consciousness. But Vivekananda is not swallowed by an all engulfing Absolute.
For Vivekananda the finite individual is a manifestation of Brahmano
He says

11

we now see. that all various forms of cosmic energy, sue h

as matter, thought, force, intelligence and so forth, are simply
24
the manifestations of that cosmic energy" o
He asserts that the
whole universe is not a creation but an evolution, an evolution of
nature leading step by step to the manifestation of the_Absolute.
Modern Science and Advaita conclude that no external beings or
existences are required to explain what is going on in the universeo
The modern law of evolution shows that everything comes from within.
It follows that every evolution must have an involutiono We can only
get the amount of energy out of a machine when we have put that into
it, otherwise the machine cannot worko So nothing can be produced
out of nothing. Vivekananda takes the doctrine of· evolution from
25
Patanjali's theory on " in filling . -:-1 of nature ".
The struggle

24. Jnanayogo

, ( Opo Cit. ) p. 241.

25. The.Complete W.9rks of.Vl,ve}<ananda
vol.5 (.Qp.., Cit. )pp.277-278
It means " The change of the specie into another is attained
by the infilling of nature 11 , i.e. we. are progressing from
one specie to another, and that man is the highest species.
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for life, the struggle for existence and natural selection they
all are rigorously applied in ---the lower order of nature , in the
human order, all these are in a retrogression rather than a
contribution to progresso
The involution and evolution are going on through the whole
of natureo The whole series of evolution from the lowest manifestation of life to the highest, indicates, ·that it must have been
the involution of something elseo Swamiji believes that
perfect man

1 ,

1

the freeman

1

1

the God man

1

1

the

involved in the

cell of the protoplasam and the co.smic intelligence evolves itself,
until it reaches in the end of perfectman that man
1

Christman ' by the christians the ' Buddha man

1

V:,
called~the

by the Buddhist

and the ' Free ' by the Yogiso Thus every evolute of the universe,
either it is matter or mind or consciousness is only the manifestation of the Absolute. He thinks that man is the highest being in
the universeo The individual is not an illusory being but a real
one with the constitutent of body, mind and soul. By individuality
Swamiji says that we are not yet individualso It is the only Spirit
t

Swamiji regards that the struggle for existence
theory is
neither the cause nor the effect, but as simple as a thing
on the wayo Any kind of competition or struggle cannot bring
any progress for the man. Through competition one may conqure,
but at the same time thousands are deprived. It may not be a
healthy sign of any civilized societyo Swamiji says that when
there is a fire in a theatre. only a few can escape • Most of
the audiences would be crushedo Therefore, struggle remains
on:y through our ignorance , it is not necessary for our
progress ..
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that is the individual and we are trying to express this indi vidualityo The changes that are goihg on are evolutions of nature and
manifestation of spiri to Swamij i illustrates : " suppose there is
a screen

~-"""~'

,) hiding you from me, in which there is a small hole

through which I can see some of the faces ; before me, just a few
faces. Now suppose the hole begins to grow larger and larger, and
as it does so, more and more of the screenbefore me reveals itself
and when at last the whole screen has disappeared, I stand face to
face with you allo You did not change at all in this case ; it was
the whole that was evolving, and you were gradually manifesting
yourselves 11 • 26 Nature is like that screen. It is the God,the purity,
the infinity. that manifests itself more and more within our own self.
The human life is the great centre, the wonderful poise, and the
wonderful opportunity-.to realise· that purity, that perfection ahd
it is the great truth that this human: birth is the greatest birth
we can have.
Naturally a very partinent question may be raised here

1

If

the world is as real as Brahman, the Brahman being the all-inclusive
only reality and the world and Brahman

are homogeneous

what is the

implication of saying it maya ? Does Vivekananda admit the world as
maya and if yes, in what sense ? The forthcoming section will dLscuss some of these types of queries.

26o

C.W.V. , Volo II, ( Op. Cit ) p. 81.
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v.

...

Maya is a· statement of fact explained :

The doctrine of maya

~s

introduced by the Orthodox vedantins

in order to solve the problem as to how ' One ' becomes manyo This
par~icular

issue is approached by Swami Vivekananda from a rather

He preferred to provide a practical applica-

different standpointo

tion to the Vedantic doctrine of maya rather than to go into the
details of the theoretical aspect of it. According to Swamiji, the
world is not to be deniedo Men are the greatest God that ever was
or ever will beo The motto of an
Romain Rolland says :

11

Aqvai~in.

is

11

All is Truth

11

0

He ( Swamiji ) does not reject any one of

the proposed attempts at explanation, but from each he seeks to
.extract the grain of permanent reality 11 o 27
From this standpoint Vivekananda's views regarding the concept
of maYa is to be understood. The concept of maya is nei the·r idealism
nor ·tealism, even it is not a theory. He regards it a simple statement of facts of what we are and what we see around us. 28
The term ' maya

i

has been used sometimes

as a power or

I

Sakti by virtue of which God can create the world of names and formso
This power like the magical powers, does not affect Brahman o Again
when it is said that the' world is maya', it is used to express
the indescribable nature of the world which is not sat or asato

27o The Life of Vivekananda and the Universal Gospel, ( Opo Cit.)
Po 180o

28 0 C.W.V. , Volo 2 { Opo Cit. ) Po 89o
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Vivekananda is inAsame place withASamkarite followers who admit.
that maya as a power of the creator , he also believes that maya
is the principle of change, a

{akti which makes creation possible,

But he goes far from them where they describe maya as a power that
creates illusion, it is that power on account of which man thinks
this illusory multiplicity of the world as realo In the thought
of Swamiji, the term ' maya

1

is not to be used in this sense. His

concept of maya does not negate the world at all., In other words,
f1u"
/.
on the contrary to~traditional.Samkarite interpretation that is,
world negation theory, Swamiji's interpretation negates the theory
that negates the reality of the world.,
Vivekananda is of opinion that the term

1

maya

1

has been

manipulated by most of our philosophers. It is used generally to
denote illusion or dellusion which is not correct. The theory of
maya was manipulated a little by Buddha in the sense of Idealism.

.

"
Though Vivekananda does not mention the name of Samkara
as a thinker who uses the .word maya as illusion, but it is evident from his
writings that Swamiji never accepts the world in which we live in
ft:;.., •

as illusion as held byASamkaritesJ rather he grants relative status.
of the world. To him what.is real (Brahman) is manifested in the
multidimensional hues in the world. The·manifestation itself as a
matter of fact is not different ·from the manifested. It is monism,
since it recognises Brahman as the only reality., The world is only
the evolutionary form of the involutionary Realityo
We get the world only through the doubtful medium of the mind
and sens&so Our mind is limited, it can not go beyond certain boundaries. It is the very condition of our knowledge that no man can go
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beyond the limits that are put upon him by the laws of time, space
and causation. The world only exists in relation to them. If they
change, it also changeso We see this world with our five senses,
but if we had another sense, it will appear to us as something
different • It has therefore no unchangable, immovable, absolute
reality. It is an undefinable mixture of reality and appearance.
Our whole life is a contradict! ono In his lecture entitled
and Illusion

11

,

,v

he quoted from the Svetaratara

--

Upani~ad

11

11

.

Maya.

Know

nature to be maya and the Ruler of this maya is the Lord Himself

11

•

29

In the early stage whenever it is said that the world is maya, at
once people get the idea that the world is an illusiono But the
maya which forms one of the pillars on which the Vedanta rests ,
Vivekananda thinks, is neither idealism nor r.ealism, nor is it a
theoryo
For Vivekananda the phenomenal world has a relative existenceo
It is a mixture of being and

~ecoming

, of existence and non-exis-

tence. There is always a contradiction in knowledgeo We think that
we can know everything, but our limitation of knowledge is a fact
that can not be deniedo All our work is in a circle, we can not go
beyond that circleo Death is

-

~inevitable

end of everything, all

our skills, our progress, our achievement, our varities and reforms
are ended when death comes, yet we desire to live, we think we shall

..

live eternallyo Yudhisthira , one of the eminent characters of the
Mahibhirata was once asked
this world

11

7 He replied

11

11

what is the most surprising thing in
Everyday people .are dying around us and
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yet men hope that they will never die "o It is a statement of
fact and Vivekananda remarks, this is maya o Again, good and
bad are not two cut.and dried, absolutely separate,rather they
are very relative to each othero We can not do good to others,
except through the medium of evilo Animals are living upon plants,
men upon animals, the strong upon the weako 30 This is going on
every where. We say that in the long run, everything will be good.
But we cannot get any answer that why should-good come ·out of
evil, but not be done through good alone ? There is no solution of
this problemo The fire that burns a child , may cook a good meal
for starving mano These are al.l maya o Maya denies any categorical
statement with regard to the perplexity of the worldo
This notion of

~jnaya

as explained by Vivekananda may be inter-

preted in the following way for our better understanding.
It is a remarkable fact that Vivekananda has described

maya

as a statement of facts as they exist. To him, the very basis of
our being is contradiction. Let us ponder over this concept. It
seems to us·that the nature of an object or an aspect of something
which seems to me as real is not the total picture of that parti-

30. Tagore also depicts suchheirarchyof worldly existence in one
of his dramas named ' Visarjana 1 a In the speech of Raghupati,
the dark, perhaps the darkest side of the worldly existence
is described to Jayasinghao Raghupati describes the world as
'mahahatyasala ', this world is a place of cruel slaughtererso
Rabindraracanavali , Volo I ,(Visva Bharati , 1393 B.S~,p.560.
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cular objecto What seems to us good in one aspect may be evil in
another aspect and the

vice-versa~

In this way each and every

object, or each and every incident can be interpretedo Even behind
the smiling face of an individual there might be the shadow of
sorrow or weeping. The object which is seen is to be taken as
partially real, but not totally. In this way, any statement of
fact is not complete, but incomplete. To Vivekananda, the characteristic features of an object are not to be taken as finalo There
might be an opposite picture on the other sideo Hence, no position
or no character is finalo This in fact, is inherent character of
an objecto This concept of ri@ya is in conformity with the etymological meaning of the term which comes from the root '
to measure ) • That which limits something is

maya ,

rna ' (

meaning

which indicates

the veiling character of ito The object as it seems ·t.o us· gives a
partial picture of the object , and hence it hides other picture
of the sameo That is why, each and every statement of fact is :maya.
As this interpretation of maya is represented to the persons who
are believers of materialism trained in Western culture , it is
described as relativity but not as illusiono Afterwards he has
shown that as

~maya

has got a positive character represented in

different phenomenal objects created by the Divine, it is to be
taken as power of the Divineo
In the attitude of Vivekananda this paradox of our lives is
mayao It is nothing but the statement of facts. The whole world,
our total experiences are going through this tremendous contradiction o It denotes that whereever there is good, there must also be
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evil, whereever there is evil, there must be some good, whereever
there is life, death must follow as its shadowo It is impossible
to deny this fact. His very intention is to say thc:d: these all are
maya only, the real fact of our life that we can not avoid anyhow,
We are born in this maya , live in it, think in it, We dream in ito
Maya is an

indetermin~te

form between the absolute Being and

non-being·. It is Relati veo 31 Of course the theory of relativity
had not seen the light during Vivekananda's dayo He only uses it
incidentallyo Maya is not existence since it is the sport or lila
( self-elevation ) of Brahman and as we can not deny its existence,
hence it is not non-existence. Maya is a positive

fact;'~

of experien-

ce. It can not be absolutely non-existent; a creative force can not
be absolutely zero- from the ultimate view pointo To put it otherwise, it may be said that our language that functions through categorical concepti of existence and non-existence are incapable of
defining maya o The place of maya for Vivekananda is somewhere in
between categorical existence and non-existence. So he sometimes

..

calls it indescribable.
Vivekananda admits that maya has a reality from the lower point
of view onlyo But he never uses the word ' illusion

1

as the english

synonym for the word ' maya 'o In his opinion it is erroneously
explained as illusiono When the universe is said to be maya , it
also hdS to be explained as being illusiono The attempt to trans
late the word in such a way is neither happy nor correcto 32 This
31o Romain Rolland prefers to put it as this term 11 Relativity"
The Life of Vivekananda as the universal Gospel- ( Op. cit. )
Po 181-182.
32. C.W.Vo , Vo. II, ( Opo Cito ) p. 105.
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universe is not unreal. His master Sri Ramakrishna did not treat
the world as illusion., Ramakrishna realised that if the self exists
then the non-self must also be existed • Vivekananda has learned
from his guru to take the universe as a play of Brahman., The other
name of .this play is maya .. The universe has·its significance" in freecom it rises, in freedom it rests, and into freedom it
,, 33
·melts away.
Nothing in the universe is to be rejected. The
beautiful play of hide and seek of sorrows and joys are quite
natural, without

t~em

the life will be ugly indeed. For him the

worldly matters are so important that he can tell easily
Bread :

11

Bread :

I do not believe in a God who cannot give me bread here

giving me eternal bliss in heaven

11

1

34

He realises that material

civilisation is necessary to create work for the poor people. It
is not an obstacle to spiritual realization ..
However, Vi vekananda remains silent why is there this maya
at all? He has ruled out any ' how ' or'why,regarding ' maya ' ..
He wants to

emphasis~

the fact that the entire phenomenal world

is under the power of maya .His heartiest interest was to ' delude
the countrymen with spiritual strength and ideals • .. He believes
that if maya is illusion,then it is illusory in this sense that
the veil of maya covered our very self .. As a result
nature is unknown to us and we are misled.

~fnc.;t;:,~~·

>;:

our real

we make distinc-

tions of ' I ' and ' You ' ; we have to shun the veil of maya to
33 .. C.W,V .. Vol. II ( Op .. Cit. ) p-125.,
34. The letters of Swami Vivekananda ( Mayavati Advaita Ashram,
1977 , 4th Impression ) p., 141.
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realise the inner-most being who is the

1

fountain head

1

of all

existence, when we are under the maya o We see the phenomenon and
do not see Godo When we see God, this universe vanisheso In the
case of illusion, when we perceive a rope in the place of a snake
there are not two things- a rope separate and a snake separate.
We never see the real and the false at the same time. When we
perceive the rope we do not perceive the snake at a time, again
when we perceive the snake we do not see the rope at allo We are
all born monistso We always perceive the one. A true Advaitin
realises that there is but one Atman , there can not be twoo The
one existence when is seen through the senses is called the world,
the world of thoughts and ideas and when it is seen in its true
essence it appears as the one infinite Beingo As soon as we realise
that behind everything the same divinity exists; we feel that in
injuring another we are injuring ourselves, in loving another we
are loving ourselves. The sense of duality brings hatred and jealousy, misery, struggle and other so called evilso From the realisation of oneness springs that principle of Advaita morality which
35
Vivekananda called ' self-abnegation • o He regards that when a
man has become ready to give up his life for the lowest beings, he
has reached at that perfection which the Adva!t&wants to attain.
The whole phenomenal world

will be disappeared for him. It will

By 1 self-abnegation 1 Vivekananda means the realisation of
the true essence of a man through the cancellation of his
individualised self, his little personalised self which
makes
him different from others and this is the cause of
all his miser~es~
35. C.W.Vo , Vol. I , (

Op~

Cito ) p. 364o
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be disappeared in the sense that he will not see the world as a
world of misery or pain but as full of existence, consciousness
and bliss. And this state is called in vedanta the state of
Jivanmukti , the living freedom., In this state the ignorance is
vanished yet the body remains 9 Therefore, a Jivanmukta can do
work, but he will not be deluded.'Muktl'in Vivekananda's thought
means freedom from one's own narrow outlook by way of having· a
broader one within the phenomenal world., For this he can become
self-less, fearless. and sensitive to others .. This is the goal of
the vedanta , consciously or unconsciously the whole universe is
going towards that goal.,
To sum up , it may be said that Vi vekananda maintains a sharp
difference in interpreting maya from the traditional Advaitk,
understanding without contradicting the basic theme of it .. This
is to be considered as a great plus point to the Practical Vedanta
of Swamiji., Maya in traditional Vedanta
of £aguoa Brahman ( God )

11

is considered as the power

through which the world-illusion is

created., Vivekananda would add that the power in itself is neither
good nor bad, it is neutral., ••
retained

Maya's neutral nature can be

•

only if ffi.aya is conceived as the name for the fact of

Contradl." ction apparent

36o 8 .. K.

o

Lal

4~

n the world

11

36
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Contemporary Indian Philosophy ( Delhi, Motilal
Banarsidass , 1992 ) p .. 18.

